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Abstract.  The fading characteristics of neutron and X-ray image plates are investigated using 
images recorded with thermal neutrons and X-rays. When the IP is read successively, the photo 
stimulated intensities (PSL) decrease exponentially with number of reading times. The 
intensities fade with increasing elapsed time between the exposure and the reading. The fading 
also depends on type of radiation and flux incident on the image plate. In the overexposed 
image plate the residual latent image sometimes remains unerasable with visible light and 
reappears as background in the next recorded image. Such images are termed as ghost images. 
Investigations on fading characteristics of X-ray and neutron image plates using various X-ray 
and neutron sources and formation of ghost images are reported in this article. 
 
Introduction 
 
Image plate (IP) made of BaFBr: Eu2+ phosphor is a two-dimensional radiation detector, now 
widely used for detection of images, diffraction and scattering patterns. It has replaced 
conventional X-ray film in routine X-ray crystallography, radiography and studies involving 
synchrotron radiation sources [1]. The advantages of image plate include high spatial resolution, 
high sensitivity and a linear response to radiation dose over five orders of magnitude and 
storage effect of latent image formed by incident radiation in the form of F-centres and Eu3+ 
ions in the phosphor. The latent image stored on the image plate can be read out as photo 
stimulated luminescence (PSL) intensities by irradiating the IP with He-Ne laser (λ=633 nm). 
The laser excites trapped electrons to recombine with Eu3+. The decay of Eu3+ to Eu2+ causes 
the emission of photons (λ=400 nm). The process is called photostimulated luminescence 
(PSL). A photomultiplier tube collects the PSL. The resulting signal is converted and stored as a 
digital image and displayed on a monitor. For the detection of neutrons, image plates are made 
up of mixture of storage phosphor BaFBr:Eu2+ and a neutron converter mostly, Gd2O3[2]. On 
exposure, the neutrons are absorbed by Gd and converted into ionizing secondary radiations 
which are then detected by the phosphor. After reading, the image plate is exposed to strong 
visible light to erase the residual image and can be used again ad infinitum. However, the PSL 
intensity stored in the IP fades with increasing elapsed time between the exposure and the 
reading and with number of successive readings. It is important to know the fading behavior of 
the IP for correcting intensity in quantitative measurement especially that from low level 
radiation. Several reports on the fading different types of the image plates have been published 
[3-7]. These studies are related to use of image plates in medical diagnostics, space radiation 
dosimetry, fast neutron monitoring and study of small amount of radioactivity in rocks, meat 
and vegetables. We use image plates for neutron/X-ray radiography, neutron/X-ray diffraction, 
small angle X-ray scattering, and characterization of pulsed plasma and high frequency X-ray 
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sources. In the present study the fading behaviour of image plates with variety of X-ray and 
neutron sources is measured.  The image plates also exhibit some effects like formation of ghost 
images due to over exposure to X-rays and neutrons. The ghost image is residual latent image 
stored in IP which remains unerasable with visible light and reappears in the next recorded 
image. The paper also reports observations about ghost images seen in the radiography work. 
 
Experimental 
 
At BARC, X-ray and neutron image plates are used for neutron radiography, hydrogen sensitive 
epithermal neutron radiography, neutron induced beta radiography, neutron diffraction, X-ray 
diffraction, small angle X-ray scattering and characterization of pulse plasma X-ray and neutron 
sources and high frequency X-ray sources [8-11]. Two image plates, BAS-SR2025 and BAS-
ND2025 supplied by Fuji Photo Film Co. are used in these experiments. The BAS-IP has 
dimension of 20 x 25 cm2 and comprises a three-layer phosphor imaging Plate. The photo-
stimulatable phosphor layer (135 µm) contains 5 μm BaFBr phosphor particles with trace 
amounts of bivalent europium (Eu2+) as a luminescence center and is sandwiched between a 
protective polymer layer (6 µm)  and a thick support polymer film laminated with ferrite film 
(370 µm ). The phosphor material in BAS-ND2025 is mixed with Gd2O3, a neutron converter in 
1:1 molar ratio of Ba:Gd.   
For fading measurements images were recorded on BAS-SR2025 image plate using X-rays from 
X-ray generator (CuK-X-rays), plasma focused X-rays source (Applied Physics Division, 
BARC) and High Frequency X-Ray System (Accelerator and Pulse Power division, BARC). 
Neutron exposures were taken on BAS ND2025 using neutron beam from 
radiography/scattering facilities at various research reactors in the department and a plasma 
focused neutron source at APD, BARC. Exposure times were adjusted to acquire the maximum, 
unsaturated PSL intensities. The exposure time ranged from 10 sec to 10 min in both the 
experiments. After irradiation the image plates were read on FUJIFILM BAS-5000 scanner with 
50μm resolution, and 4000 sensitivity and data is stored in 8 bits gradation. Images corrected for 
the background noise and the PSL intensities of selected area of the radiograph were obtained 
using the software provided with the scanner. Fading data for various elapsed time after 
exposure and data with number of reading times were measured for both X-rays and neutrons. 
All measurements were done at room temperature ~25ºC. 
 

Results 
  
Fading of PSL intensities with number of reading scans 
A single scan with laser beam cannot completely read the latent image stored in the phosphor. 
The residual image can be read out with successive scan with the laser beam. The fading of PSL 
intensities with successive readings depends on the type and energy of the incident radiations. 
The fading curves recorded at 25ºC with various thermal neutrons and X-ray sources and reading 
the IP immediately after exposure are shown in figures 1(a) and 1(b). The time required for each 
reading is ~5 minutes. An exponential decrease in signal with successive readings is seen. The 
PSL intensity ratios of the second scan reading to the first one [PSL (n=2)/PSL (n=1) at t=0] are 
0.76, 0.58, and 0.45 for neutron IP irradiated with thermal neutrons from CIRUS reactor, plasma 
source and Dhruva reactor respectively. Whereas, the values for CuKα, High frequency X-rays 



and pulsed plasma X-Rays are 0.45, 0.55 and 0.60 respectively. The ratio becomes smaller with 
increase in energy of the radiation. The curve can be best fitted to the equation of the form,  

y = A1 exp (-x/t1) + A2 exp (-x/t2)                                (1) 
showing the two components, a fast decreasing in the beginning and a slow for later fading. A1, 
A2 are the amplitudes and t1 and t2 are the decay constants of the two components. The fit has 
the same form as reported by Amemiya [12] and Ohuchi and Yamadera [4]. Table 1 gives the 
fitting parameters of these plots.  

  
         (a)               (b) 
Fig. 1(a) Residual signal in successive readings of neutron image plate irradiated ( )with thermal 
neutron fluence (1.8 x 109 n/cm2) from plasma focused source. The IP was read 1 hour after the 
exposure, (O)with 6 x 107 n/cm2 thermal neutron fluence from Dhruva reactor. The IP was read 10 
minutes after the exposure and ( ) with 1.68 x 1010 n/cm2 from CIRUS reactor. The IP was read 
100 hours after the exposure. (b) Fading curves for X-ray image plate with X-ray sources of 
various energies. 

Table1. Parameters obtained by fitting Fading data to a second order exponential decay function, 
y = A1exp(-x/t1) + A2exp(-x/t2). 

  Neutron Data of fig.1(a): 
Source A1 t1 A2 t2 

Plasma 0.787(0.011) 1.394(0.036) 0.212(0.010) 11.894(0.524) 
Dhruva 0.773(0.022) 0.958(0.051) 0.224(0.020) 8.294(0.739) 
CIRUS 0.772(0.025) 2.502(0.135) 0.291(0.025) 22.970(0.920) 

   X-ray data of fig.1(b) 
    Source                             A1                          t1                         A2                          t2   

    CuKα                         0.821(0.014)          0.774(0.022)        0.178(0.014)           4.86(0.30) 
    CuKα                         0.777(0.019)          0.900(0.038)        0.221(0.018)           6.05(0.42) 
    Pulse Plasma             0.474(0.103)          1.073(0.165)        0.525(0.103)           4.45(0.81) 
    HF X-rays                 0.768(0.013)          1.189(0.032)        0.230(0.012)           7.84(0.36) 

 
Fading of PSL intensities with elapsed time after exposure  
The fading of PSL with number of readings also depends on the elapsed time, t between the 
exposure and the reading. The neutron image plate was exposed to neutron beam for 10 minutes 



and left for certain time t and then read. Fig. 2 shows fading curves of (a) PSL intensity vs. scan 
no. at different elapsed times and (b) PSL intensity of the first reading vs. elapsed time. It is seen 
that intensity fades rapidly in few hours after the exposure and slowly afterwards. The intensity 
faded to 60% in 20 hrs and to 45% in 55 hrs in case of fading recorded with neutrons from 
Dhruva reactor. The fading becomes gradual with increasing elapsed time. The fitting parameters 
obtained using equation 1 is given in table 2.The change in fading curves in successive reading 
with elapsed time also depends on the kind of incident radiations. Fig.3 shows such fading plots 
for X-ray IP. 

              
           (a)                                         (b) 

Fig.2. The fading of neutron IP (a) PSL intensity vs. scan no. at different elapsed times  
(b) PSL intensity of the first reading vs. elapsed time 

Table 2 Fitting constants for neutron IP fading shown in fig.2(a) and (b)* 
Elapsed time(hrs)                    A1                       t1(hrs)               A2                   t2(hrs) 

             0                         0.773(0.022)        0.958(0.051)       0.224(0.020)           8.294(0.74) 
           21                         0.701(0.021)        1.078(0.051)       0.297(0.020)           7.926(0.54) 
          56                          0.704(0.020)        1.287(0.066)       0.290(0.019)           10.69(0.76) 
*PSL with Elapsed         0.219(0.026)        4.009(0.087)      0.7813(0.024)         111.51(9.40) 
  Time (fig.2(b)) 

 
       (a)           (b) 
Fig.3. The fading of X-ray IP as function of (a) scan no. at various elapsed times (b) Intensity of 

the first reading vs. elapsed time. 



Fading correction. Since the fading of PSL intensities with number of reading scans depends 
on the elapsed time after the exposure, the faded intensity can be estimated using equation 1 and 
the values for the fitting parameters. The correction procedure was applied to the data of fading 
curves given in figs. 2(a) and (b). The results are shown in fig. 2(b). Fading corrected PSL value 
of 1632 (±16) was obtained for the neutron data. 
 
During the measurement of fading by successive scanning of the image plate, in some instances 
the scanning was discontinued and the image plate was left overnight (~17 hrs.) in the loading 
stage of the reader. When scanning was resumed again, the PSL intensity measured was higher 
than the previous scan. The fading continued to follow similar characteristics as before the 
break. In this particular case the IP image was saturated. A few scans were needed to get the 
clear image. The fading measurements were performed after these scans. Fig.4 (a) shows fading 
curve obtained. The PSL intensity of the last scan before the break was 1868, whereas first scan 
after the break gave value of 3570, an increase of ~2 fold. Similar occurring was observed in the 
scanning of saturated neutron image plate. The fading measurements were done with two 
breaks, first after 65 hours and second after 17 hours. The fading curve is shown fig.4 (b). The 
PSL intensity increased from 2569 to 4016 and 656 to 1049 respectively. All the measurements 
were done at same temperature, scanner settings and image processing procedures. In order to 
verify the increase in PSL intensity in interrupted scanning was due to overexposed image plate, 
fading measurement was done with image plate irradiated with X-rays and image was not 
saturated. Fig. 4(c) shows fading curve of an image plate irradiated with CuK X-rays. Increase 
in intensity from 68 to 128 was noticed after a gap of 17 hours. It confirms that increase in PSL 
intensity after a long time break in fading measurements takes place at all levels of exposure. 
The observation is interesting and needs further investigations. 
 

   
(a) 

     
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Fig.4 a) Fading behavior of a)X-ray  image 
plate with break of 17 hours during scanning 
and b) neutron image plate with two breaks 
of 65 hours and 17 hours. c)  IP with 
unsaturated X-ray image with break of 17 
hours. The break in ordinate is given to show 
the increase in PSL intensity after 17 hours.



Discussions 
The fading behaviour seen in the image plates is explained using the energy level diagrams 
(Fig.5) of storage phosphor BAFBr:Eu2+ proposed by Takahashi et al[13] and Iwabuchi et al 
[14] . 

 

   
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Typical energy level diagram of    
BAFBr: Eu2+ phosphor as published by 
Iwabuchi et al [12]. 
 

 
The trapped electron in F-center is excited to the conduction band by the He-Ne laser beam. It 
may recombine with trapped hole (Eu3+ ion) and emit PSL or gets trapped by an F+ center. The 
probability of emission of PSL depends on the densities of both trapped holes and F+ centers. The 
probability of emission will be large, if the density of trapped holes is large compared to the 
density of F+ centers. This condition exists in just exposed image plate and many of the electrons 
get read out with a single scan and PSL intensities in successive scanning are relatively small.  
The F+ center is metastable and located at 2.5 eV below the conduction band. Due to thermal 
excitation of electrons from F+ center to conduction band, recombination of trapped electrons and 
Eu3+ may occur which results in the fading of PSL intensity. In this case the fading rate is 
function of temperature and time and independent of fluence and energy of the radiation. Ohuchi 
et al [4] indicated in their work that there may exist another lower energy level to induce the 
fading such as shallow trappings besides the PSL process.         

Observation of Ghost images  
Though IP has linear response to high radiation dose, in practice it gets exposed to a very high 
dose of neutrons or X-rays resulting in highly saturated radiographs. Under such circumstances 
the plate does not get completely erased by exposing to visible light. Some unexpected effects 
such as formation of unerasable and reappearing residual latent images termed as ghost images 
are noticed [15]. They reappear as background in the next recorded image. The ghost images 
may cause serious practical problems like increase in noise and non uniformity in IPs resulting 
in erroneous quantification of PSL intensities and permanent damage to the plate.   
 
We have encountered the problem of Ghost images in our neutron radiography work using 
FUJIFILM BAS ND2025 neutron image plate. In the beginning of radiography work using 
newly installed facility at CIRUS reactor at our centre the neutron image plate was overexposed 
to ~ 1011 n/cm2. The resulting radiograph was highly saturated.  After reading the image plate 
several times reasonably good radiograph was obtained. Two such neutron radiographs are 
shown in fig. 6. The overexposed image plate was erased several times to remove these images 
and reused further. However, the faint remains of the two images start appearing intermittently 
as ghost images (figure 7a) in the background of other neutron images. One such image is 



shown in figure 5(b) where the ghost image is seen in the background of powder diffraction 
pattern of Fe sample recorded using neutrons of wavelength 0.783 Å, flux of 3 x 105 n/cm2.sec 
and exposure of 48 hours. The over irradiation creates more complex deep centers in the 
phosphor material and electron trapped in these centers give rise to unerasable images. The He-
Ne laser (633 nm) from the image reader cannot provide energy necessary to liberate these deep 
seated electrons, thus forming the latent image which reappears on irradiation but remains 
unerasable.  

.                                 
                                (1)                                                                            (2) 
Fig. 6.(1) First NR recorded with CIRUS reactor Facility on 26.11.2009  (2) NR retrieved from 
overexposed Neutron Image plate after repetitive reading, on 07.04.2010 These two radiographs 
were the source for ghost image.  
 

                                      
                                   (a)                                                                         (b) 
Fig. 5. (a)Ghost image as combination of two radiographs shown in fig.6 (b) Ghost image 
appearing in the background of neutron diffraction pattern.  
 
Attempts are being made to find methods to erase the ghost images completely. Ohuchi and 
Kondo [16] exposed the image plates simultaneously with visible and ultraviolet lights for six 
hours to erase the plates to the same level as unirradiated plate. They also subjected the plates to 
120ºC for 28 days and found the ghost images almost disappeared. However, these methods are 
time consuming and not practical. In our laboratory the problem of ghost image is partially dealt 
by erasing the image plates for 6 hrs or some times more till the background intensity is reduced 
below 1PSL/mm2 and the plates are reused. However the ghost images reappear intermittently 
and are clearly seen in the low illuminated areas of the image plate. 



Summary 
 
The fading characteristics of neutron and X-ray image plates are investigated using images 
recorded with thermal neutrons and X-rays. The photo stimulated luminescence (PSL) decreases 
exponentially with number of reading times and with increasing elapsed time between the 
exposure and the reading. The fading correction was estimated from the fitting parameters of the 
fading curve and applied to the PSL data. The fading rate is function of temperature and time 
and independent of fluence and energy of the radiation. In the overexposed image plate the 
residual latent image sometimes do not get erased completely with visible light. Such unerasable 
image termed as ghost image reappears as background in the next recorded image. The 
formation of ghost images in our work is also investigated.  
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